
Percussion cases & Bags

Padded Drum Bags
Features: 

 Durable 600-Denier nylon construction 
 10mm padded and lined interiors 
 Comfortable carrying straps 
 Collapsible compact design 
 Available in two sets and some individual 
sizes

Deluxe Padded Drum Bags
Features: 

 High quality leather-like material for a leather look 
 30mm padded plush lined interior 
 Fit standard & fusion-style drums sets 
 Designed to fit many drum sizes including suspension ring 
mounting systems 

 Nylon web carry handle 
 Available in two sets & two individual sizes

 

models:

gP-Fusion-200 dlX 

gP-standard-200-dlX 

individuals:

gP-5.5x14 dlX B 

gP-18x22 dlX B 

 

Features:

 Rugged polyethylene construction 
 Padded and Tricot-lined interior 
 Interior is bound and riveted to exterior 
 2” custom Gator nylon strap 
 Stackable design 
 Available in two sets and many individual sizes
 GPR-MS4-5.5x14 is a square shaped marching snare case 
to fit 14” marching snares from 4” to 5.5” deep

 GPR-MS6-7x14 is a square shaped marching snare case to 
fit 14” marching snares from 6” to 7” deep

 GPR-MS4-5.5x14 & GPR-MS6-7x14 includes Two (2) tricot 
padded inserts which allows for a snug fit of various sizes

 models: 

gPr-Fusion set 

gPr-standard-set 

Rotationally Molded Drum Cases

Fusion Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
   9” x 10” Tom
 10” x 12” Tom
 12” x 14” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

Standard Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
 10” x 12” Tom
 11” x 13” Tom
 16” x 16” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

Fusion Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
   9” x 10” Tom
 10” x 12” Tom
 12” x 14” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

Standard Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
 10” x 12” Tom
 11” x 13” Tom
 16” x 16” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

Fusion Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
   9” x 10” Tom
 10” x 12” Tom
 12” x 14” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

Standard Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
 10” x 12” Tom
 11” x 13” Tom
 16” x 16” Floor tom
 18” x 22” Bass drum

individuals:

gP-d4x14 

gP-d5.5x14 

gP-d6.5x14 

gP-d8x8  

gP-d9x10 

gP-d10x12 

gP-d11x13 

gP-d12x14

individuals:

gP-5.5x13 B

gP-5.5x14 B

gP-6.5x14 B

gP-8x8 B

gP-9x10 B 

gP-10x12 B

gP-11x13 B

gP-12x14 B

gP-14x14 B

gP-16x16 B

gP-16x18 B

gP-18x22 B 

gP-18x20 B

models:

gP-Fusion-100 

gP-standard-100

gP-Fusion-20-set

marching snare:

gP-dms4-5.5x14

gP-dms6-7x14 

models:

g-tour-d-5.5X14

G-Tour Snare Drum Case

gP-d14x14 

gP-d14x16 

gP-d16x16

gP-d16x18 

gP-d16x22

gP-d18x20 

gP-d18x22 

gP-d18x24 

Features: 

 5mm Plywood construction with PVC exterior
 Reinforced stackable ball corners 
 20mm padded interior 
 Piano hinged lid stay
 Red Penn Elcom® recessed MOL twist latches and spring-loaded rubber-gripped handles
 Heavy-duty Penn Bright® zinc-plated hardware 
 Tongue & groove extrusion aluminum valance 
 Fits 5.5”x14” snare drums

Fusion 20 Set Includes:
5.5” x 14” Snare
   9” x 10” Tom
 10” x 12” Tom
 12” x 14” Floor tom
 18” x 20” Bass drum



Cymbal Slinger
Features: 

 Durable 600-Denier nylon exterior 
 30mm protective foam 
 Protective fur-lined interior 
 Fits up to eight cymbals up to 22” diameter 
 Individual fur-lined dividers 
 Comfortable shoulder strap

Cymbal Cases

Features:

 Fits up to eight 22” cymbals 
 Durable ABS plastic construction 
 GP-20 has comfortable carrying handle 
 GP-22 has built-in wheels and pull-out handle

Bongo Bag

Features:

 Durable 600-Denier nylon construction 
 Padded interior 
 Comfortable carrying straps 
 Shoulder strap 
 Reinforced bottom 
 Adjustable interior strap helps to fit 
many different sizes 

 Wheels and drag handle for easy 
transport

Rolling Conga Bag

 models:

gP-conga-W 

models:

gP-12 

models: 

gP-20 

gP-22 

Percussion Accessory Bag

Features: 

 Durable 600-Denier nylon 
construction 

 20mm foam protection 
 Synthetic fur lining 
 Comfortable web handles 
 Shoulder strap 
 Movable Velcro® interior 
dividers 

 Exterior storage pocket
 

models:

gP-40 

 

Bass Drum Pedal Bag

Features:  

 Fits double bass pedals  
 Synthetic fur lining 
 30mm spongy foam 
lining 

 Exterior accessory 
pocket 

 Carry handles 
 Removable shoulder 
strap

 

models:

gP-66 

 

Features:  

 Fits most bongos  
 Synthetic fur lining 
 30mm spongy foam lining 
 Exterior accessory pocket 
 Carry handles 
 Removable shoulder strap

models:

gP-66-Bongo

Cajon Bag

models:

gX-Bag 2112-12 - interior 21” x 12” x 12”

Features: 

 600 Denier nylon exterior
 20mm padded Tricot-covered 
interior with removable Velcro 
divider

 Viewable business card holder 
and nylon-reinforced web 
handles

 #10 Zippers and rubber feet
 Includes a 17” x 9” x 1.5” 
exterior pocket

 Fits most cajon drums up to  
21” x 12” x 12” 



Drum Hardware Bags
Features:

 Durable 600-Denier nylon 
construction 

 Synthetic fur-lined interior 
 Reinforced carry handles
 10mm padding

  #10 Zippers

Stick Bags
stick / mallet Bags
 GP-007A & GP-007A-DLX Features:
 Holds drum sticks and percussion mallets 
 25mm foam padding 
 Synthetic fur lining 
 Straps for attaching to floor tom 
 GP-007A has a 600-Denier nylon exterior 
 GP-007A-DLX has a leather-like exterior

stiX-Quiver 
Features:

 Stick pouch for quick 
access to drum sticks 

 Leather-like exterior 
 Plush interior 
 Grommet for quiver 
suspension off drum 
lug

models:

gP-stiX Quiver 

models:

gP-007a 

gP-007a-dlX

gP-hdWe-1436W includes:

 Durable 600-Denier nylon 
construction 

 Synthetic fur-lined interior 
 Reinforced carry handles
 Wheels & tow handle  
 Solid bottom for support

 

gP-hdWe-1846W includes:

 Durable 600-Denier nylon 
construction 

 Ridged polyethylene base
 Synthetic fur-lined interior 
 Reinforced carry handles
 Recessed roller wheels 
 Padded interior Velcro® tie down 
straps

gP-hdWe-1535 includes:

 Durable 600-Denier nylon 
construction 

 Synthetic fur-lined interior 
 Reinforced carry handles
 25mm plush padding  

  #10 Zippers

models: 

gP-hdWe-1436-W* 

models: 

gP-hdWe-1436*

gP-hdWe-1350*

models: 

gP-hdWe-1535*

models: 

gP-hdWe-1436-Pe*

gP-hdWe-1846-Pe*

models:

gP-msticK-Bag

g-msticK-Bag Features:

 600 Denier black nylon construction
 5mm padding
 Velcro® straps allow bag to strap to 
marching snare

 Fits variety of marching drum sticks 
and mallet

 Two compartments

*model # is also interior dimensions *model # is also interior dimensions

*model # is also interior dimensions *model # is also interior dimensions


